Supplier Risk Manager
Predictive Insights to Manage Suppliers and Mitigate Risk
The current business and economic environment is characterized by uncertainty, outsourcing, and globalization. Demand
fluctuations are measured by days instead of months and quarters. Vendor management strategies must be designed to
support evolving needs and ensure that your suppliers deliver as promised, when promised.
In order to succeed in this challenging environment, it is important to move beyond managing supplier relationships as
transactions to managing them holistically. To do so, you need deep, accurate, and contextual insight into supplier identity,
quality, performance, and risk, in a platform that is flexible enough to keep up with a changing environment.
D&B can help your agency reduce supplier risk, execute supplier diversity programs, manage supplier performance, and
proactively respond to changes and challenges in the marketplace. With D&B’s web-based solution, Supplier Risk Manager—
which is also available as a vendor self-funded model—you can certify, monitor, and analyze suppliers, as well as mitigate
supplier risk.
D&B’s Supplier Risk Manager (SRM) is available as one core module—in which you can look up a supplier by name and
country, D-U-N-S Number, or supplier ID—as well as the following supplementary modules:
•
•
•
•

•

•

Alerts Module—stay informed of specific events and trends that may
impact your suppliers
Locator Module—tap into D&B’s database of more than 205
million businesses to find new sources of suppliers
Surveys Module—streamline and automate the survey
process, including both standard and custom surveys
Scorecard Module—combine D&B’s data with your own
supplier performance data to obtain a customized view of
your supplier base risk
Supply Base Analysis Module—evaluate your supply base with
views on risk, diversity, corporate hierarchy, business unit, and
reclassification
Supplier Portal Module—collect data from suppliers in this
centralized and consistent portal

Supplier Risk Manager offers the following unique benefits to help you succeed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Streamlined process for vendor registration
Flexible framework to manage suppliers at any point in the Supplier Lifecycle Risk Management process
Automated alerts on new information on your critical suppliers
Data quality and integrity through our DUNSRight process of authentication
Responsibility determinations
Predictive indicators to make faster, more accurate decisions
Fraud, waste, and abuse detection and prevention among vendors

D&B has been the leading provider of business information and commercial insight for over 175 years, with a global business
database of over 205 million businesses worldwide. The quality backbone of this database is DUNSRight® process—the unparalleled
way we collect, aggregate, edit and check data from thousands of sources daily—using more than 2,000 separate automated checks.
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